[Analysis of differences on delineation of the gross tumor volume (GTV) of nasopharyngeal carcinoma].
Accurate delineation of tumor target volume and organ at risk based on CT simulation, is essential in modern radiotherapy planning. It is also the basic requirement to improve the treatment outcome and quality of life in nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC). In this study, the impact factors on delineation of the gross tumor volume (GTV) of NPC were analysis. by comparing difference among various doctors' contours. Thirty cases of NPC treatment planning with contrast enhanced CT scan were reviewed. Primary GTV delineated by in-charged physician was defined as GTV1. Another GTV delineated by author and a radiologist was defined as GTV2, while GTV1 was concealed by the functions of the treatment planning system, the longest diameters of each axis of GTV were measured and recorded respectively as X(1), Y(1), Z(1), and X(2), Y(2), Z(2). The volumes of GTV were calculated as V1 and V2. Maximum permitted error (MPE) was 2 mm on X and Y axes and 3 mm on Z axis. Margin of each axis was compared to Coparable MPEs by matching t-test. The differences on axes of X, Y, Z between GTV1 and GTV2 were 2.95+/-4.33, 6.24+/-7.52, 6.25+/-9.35, respectively (P</=0.001). GTV1 was universally delineated too much, 33.33%(10/30) of them were over contour of air cavity. In all of the cases, at least difference in 1 site was found, while 19 cases had differences in 3 or more sites. However, one third was deficient on Z axis. The delineation of GTV of NPC varied by radiation oncologists remarkably. This should be taken into consideration as one of uncertainties in treatment planning designation. Further training of radiology for radiation oncologist to improve their imaging diagnosis ability and implementation of more advance imaging equipment are warranted.